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Abstract—Full research paper—Team configuration, work practices, and communication have a considerable impact on the outcomes of student software projects. This study observes 150 college students who first individually solve exercises and then carry out a class project in teams of three. All projects had the same requirements. We analyzed how students’ behavior on individual pre-project exercises predict team project outcomes, investigated how students’ time management practices affected other team members, and analyzed how students divided their work among peers. Our results indicate that teams consisting of only low-performing students were the most dysfunctional in terms of workload balance, whereas teams with both low- and high-performing students performed almost as well as teams consisting of only high-performing students. This suggests that teams should combine students of varying skill levels rather than allowing teams with only low performers or letting students to form teams without constraints. We also observed that individual students’ poor time management practices impair their teammates’ time management. This underlines the importance of encouraging good time management practices. Most teams reported that they divided tasks in a way that is beneficial for the acquisition of technical skills rather than collaboration and communication skills. Only a few teams assigned tasks so that students would have worked only on tasks they already knew and thus felt most comfortable to work with.

Index Terms—student project, time management, team configuration

I. INTRODUCTION

Studies on the skills that recent graduates lack when entering the industry continue to highlight the importance of teamwork and communication [1]–[4]. While the gap between industry expectations and university education is often explained by universities emphasizing knowledge and skills that stay throughout the careers and act as a foundation to learning new knowledge [5], many universities seek to bridge the gap by giving more attention to collaboration skills (see e.g. [6]–[8]). This need for skills beyond technical expertise has also been acknowledged on a higher level, which has resulted in the explicit inclusion of professional skills such as teamwork and communication to computing curricula [9].

In existing curricula, professional skills are often practiced in projects that students perform together. These projects are typically either part of a course, or a separate project course such as a capstone project, where students get to apply their knowledge and skills in a real-world setting [10], [11]. As students’ experiences from teamwork affect their attitudes toward future projects [12], it is important that the experiences from the project courses are constructive. When instructors design and create these opportunities, care needs to be taken for multiple reasons. To increase students’ motivation, the projects should be realistic and meaningful [13], the applied teamwork practices need to be focused to avoid learning of bad habits [2], and the assessment of the projects needs to be designed in a fashion that directs the students’ actions towards the desired goals [14]. In addition, instructors should pay attention to ensure that the teams are well formed, and that the students have sufficient knowledge of the tools and practices needed in the project [6].

While numerous streams of research on student projects exist, e.g. assessing teamwork [15], [16], factors that influence project outcomes [17], [18], and practices instructors can use to improve students’ collaboration skills [7], [8], [19], little focus has been given to students’ behavior in individual tasks, i.e. course work, and how that behavior is visible when a student becomes a part of a team. As research has suggested that student teams benefit from being balanced skill-wise [6], and that certain personality traits and their mix influence project outcomes [20], [21], insight on students’ behavior and how it affects others can provide guidelines and hints for instructors constructing student teams. Studies have also established the different roles that students can occupy within teams, where these roles are easier to observe and quantify than subjective measures of personality [22]. Instructors need concrete guidance to assist them in supporting and developing teams, leading to a better outcome and experience for students.

While there exists a number of studies that suggest taking personality and other factors into account when forming teams, the analyses may require cumbersome arrangements such as surveys to collect data about student characteristics. Ironically, self-reported measures of personality traits may also be affected by a range of self-reporting biases, including those caused by the same personality traits we wish to identify [23]. Thus, the present study explores potential of building teams based on only transparently collected data from tools that students use as a natural part of their coursework. Moreover, we will look at the ways how student teams behave in terms of how they distribute work among team-members.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Students in Software Projects

Challenges that students face are not only related to the challenges that software engineering teams in the industry face, but include challenges that are related to the life at the University or College. It is often the case that students are working on multiple courses, many of the courses typically strenuous and attention demanding. Thus, allocating sufficient time to the project is at times an issue.

Some students choose to reduce their own workload and consequently increase the time that they have at hand by free riding in group projects [24], [25], i.e. by contributing little or not at all to the collaborative work, but still acting outwards as if being a contributing member in the project. This behavior can lead to poor overall project performance, and can also result in poor learning experiences even for the hardworking students, as they may reduce their own effort to avoid being taken advantage of [19], [26]. Other students cope with the time-pressure by scheduling their work in various ways; research suggests that students’ time-management skills are related to academic performance [27]–[29].

A number of strategies has been suggested to avoid free riding, including the use of multiple evaluations that start early in the course with a specific criteria [30], continuous evaluation and time logging [31], and pair programming [24]. Activities such as time logging can also be beneficial for time-management skills, as it raises the students’ awareness of their own time usage. Other approaches include the active rotation of team roles among the group, to maintain novelty but to also avoid the ability of students to hide in less active roles. The roles identified in [22] have a range of categorisations but a simple division is between those that initiate activity and those that support - none are truly passive, but the clear identification of what a given role does can give valuable cues to students who have formed a belief that teams are made up of people doing things and people doing nothing. Rotation of these roles has been shown to increase engagement and enhance student retention when used in small programming tasks in the classroom [32].

Students have also been observed to be reluctant to work in teams and prefer individual work [19]. Waite et al. suggest that the situation is partly caused by a culture where students are required to demonstrate proficiency in individual exercises and collaboration is discouraged. They argue that teamwork skills cannot be taught simply by introducing team projects but a wider cultural shift is necessary. Waite et al. propose using the conversational classroom strategy [33] to demonstrate the advantages of collaboration to students and to improve their collaboration skills, introducing group decision making exercises because indecisiveness has been identified as a bottleneck in student projects, and decreasing the weight of individual assignments in assessment to avoid teaching students to value individual work over teamwork.

Another challenge is the variance in technical skills. While this is also an existing challenge in the industry, one can argue that it is more challenging in student software engineering projects, as the skill levels of students are (understandably) typically lower than those of the graduates working in the industry. In addition, the timespan of projects is typically shorter than of the projects in the industry, even weeks instead of months or years, and thus, little time exists for learning course- or project-specific tools and technologies. Small projects also require much shorter, or possibly no, design phase, reducing the natural group formation that occurs during discussion and moving more activity to the relatively isolated activity of programming. While low technical competence can make it challenging for a student to contribute to a group project, numerous suggestions to improve the situation exist. For example, a teacher can provide well-defined small scale projects that students need to work on before taking on a larger open-ended project [34], providing first the basic necessary skills before students start to work on the project themselves.

Wiggberg [35] identifies four key features that are important for the success of student collaboration projects. First, there must exist a mechanism for allocating work among the students because students themselves are not good at choosing roles that maximise their learning outcomes. Second, a connection to an external stakeholder such as an industry partner creates pressure to finish the project successfully. Third, whether the assessment is focused on the end result or the process affects students’ behavior. If the focus is on the result, students may choose strategies that optimize the quality of the resulting artifact and thus the grade over strategies the maximize learning. For example, students may assign each task to the member with most experience of the task even though they would learn most from tasks that they are least experienced with. Fourth, the level of freedom in the assignment has a substantial impact on its content and aim. Wiggberg suggests that assessment should be focused on the process instead of the end result.

B. Mining Student Software Projects and Individual exercises

Our objective of understanding students on a programming course transparently (in order to facilitate group formation) is methodologically related to repository mining and identifying students’ behavior on individual programming exercises [36]. Repository mining has been used to, e.g., identify indicators that could be used to predict students’ grades [37] and for identifying usage patterns and understanding what types of teams inhibit these explicit patterns [38]. While Mierle et al. [37] did not find any significant correlation between version control system behavior and students’ grades, Kay et al. [38] suggest that good teams are more responsive and react faster to issues found in their systems.

Behavior on individual programming exercises has been studied from multiple angles. For example, Jadud proposed identifying students at risk of dropping out from introductory programming by quantifying the compilation errors that students encounter in an IDE [39]. A more recent study by Edwards et al. investigated the study behaviors of novice programmers [40]. In their dataset, Edwards et al. found...
that students who received both high and low marks from programming assignments typically received the high marks from work that they started and ended well before deadline, while the low marks came typically from assignments that the same students started relatively close to the deadline. That is, remaining time to deadline influences results from programming assignments.

Other studies have also found that starting to work early correlates with higher success. Fenwick et al. [41] analyzed students working with the BlueJ programming IDE. Their analysis showed that students who start working early achieve better results. Falkner and Falkner [42] analyzed over 220,000 student submissions on multiple courses, and concluded that students who submit their first piece of work late have a higher risk to be late throughout their career. Submitting early also correlated positively with the students’ GPA. Further studies where similar correlation has been found have been carried out by [43] and [44].

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DATA COLLECTION

The previous research has highlighted the importance of temporal factors in understanding learners and their behavior. The purpose of the present study is to explore the degree to which team configurations and team members’ working preferences influence teamwork, and how students divide their work in the web development projects. The research questions answered in this study include:

1) How do different configurations of high and low performing students affect project work?
2) How does students’ time management behavior affect their team members?
3) How do teams divide their work in web development projects?

A. Context

The study was conducted in a Web Software Development course (CSE-C3210) at Aalto University university during Fall 2013-Spring 2014 (the course spans two semesters). This 5 ECTS\(^1\) course is offered in both the bachelor’s and master’s level curricula. The course was targeted for students with good programming experience but no skills related to web development. The main goal of the course was to teach how to develop full stack web applications with frameworks such as Django for back-end and libraries such as JQuery in the front-end.

Theoretical background is provided during the fist half of the course, during which the students also work on individual, automatically assessed programming assignments. These assignments focus on introducing technologies such as HTML, CSS and JQuery, and generic principles used in web frameworks such as routing, ORM and MVC.

In the middle of the course, students take an exam. After that, during the second half of the course, students work on a team project where they create a web application in three person teams. In this study, the teams were self-selected. The topic of the project was a photo album, where a user can add and edit images, captions and layouts; order and pay albums through a third party payment service, and various optional features (e.g. third party authentication and Flickr\(^2\) integration). All teams provided a project plan in the very beginning of the project. At the end of the project, the teams had to have a production ready system running on the Heroku\(^3\) cloud platform. The project had no other intermediate deliverables or deadlines. For version control in the project, all groups were instructed to use a private GitHub repository accessible also to the course staff. Apart from Django, Github and Heroku, the students were free to select communication and development tools of their own liking. Both the individual assignments and the exam contribute to 20% to the final grade, while the remaining 60% comes from the project.

B. Participants

Data from a total of 150 students, forming a total of 50 groups, was collected for this study. 180 students registered to the course, 150 started the course project and gave their consent, from where 125 passed the project. The students who attended the course had diverse backgrounds ranging from seasoned programmers accustomed to teamwork to novices with only little software engineering and programming experience. From the respondents, 13% were freshmen, 30% 2nd or 3rd year students, 35% 4th or 5th year students and the remaining 20% were at least 6th year students. As illustrated in Table I, most students felt that they had programming experience before the project, although their web software development programming experience was more scattered. In addition, teamwork skills were equally scattered. The main reason for having such diverse backgrounds especially in subject related skills is that at the time of data collection, the course was new, and thus attracted students at multiple stages of their studies.

C. Measures

We used multiple sources of data for our analysis: 1) individual (pre-project) assignments submitted into an automatic assessment system which stored all solution attempts, submission times, and the resulting grades, 2) student interviews during project demonstrations, 3) course survey sent to all students after the course, and 4) project repositories in GitHub version control and collaboration platform, including commits, issues, and pull requests. The course survey sent out at the end of the course included questions such as 1) how did you divide work and why, 2) with whom did you work the most, and 3) had you worked with your teammates before this project.

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The results of this study are presented in three parts. First, in Section IV-A, we consider team configurations and their effect on project outcomes, then, in Section IV-B, we discuss

\(^1\)European Credit Transfer System

\(^2\)https://www.flickr.com/

\(^3\)https://www.heroku.com/
how students’ time management behavior affects their team members, and finally in Section IV-C, we discuss how students divided their work.

A. Team configurations

To answer Research Question 1, i.e. “How do different configurations of high and low performing students affect project work?” we analyzed how combinations of students with different performance levels affect the outcomes of the project by (1) dividing students into high and low-performing ones (based on their behavior in the individual assignments), and then comparing how groups with only high performing, only low performing, or mixed groups perform in terms of (2) the project final marks and (3) how balanced the workload was between the team members. That is, if a group contains both high and low performing students, do the high performing ones carry out all of the work while the low-performing ones do nothing.

First, to categorize students as high or low performing, we analyzed their performance in the individual assignments. Due to the fact that students can resubmit their work in the automated assessment any number of times, the students’ mean total points from the individual assignments are a poor indicator of performance and have no correlation with the final points of the project (Spearman’s $\rho=0.02$, $p=0.909$). That is, students are able to reach high points in the assignments if they choose to work on them long enough. The number of attempts could be used as an indicator of how much difficulty a student is experiencing in the assignments, however, it is not statistically significantly correlated with the final score of the project either (Spearman’s $\rho=-0.22$, $p=0.145$). On the other hand, the mean points from the very first attempt for each assignment has a statistically significant correlation with the final score of the project (Spearman’s $\rho=0.48$, $p<0.001$). Thus, we use the average points over the first submissions to all assignments as an indicator of students’ performance.

We assigned students into high- and low-performing categories based on the median of their average first attempt scores (66.2 % of the maximum points). Based on students’ categories and the types of students within each team, the teams were further divided into three categories. Teams in the low category consist only of low-performing students, the mixed category has teams with both low and high performing students, and the high category has only high performing students.

The project work was investigated from three viewpoints. First, the quality of the end product of the project was estimated using the teams’ final project score that was also used to calculate the project grades. Second, to measure how evenly the students divided their workload, we analyzed the differences between GitHub commit counts of the team members as well as the differences between the number of edited lines of code (loc). Workload imbalance (commits) is defined as the ratio between the highest and lowest number of commits between the students whereas imbalance (loc) is defined as the corresponding ratio of code lines. For example an imbalance of 3.0 would mean that the most active student made three times more commits than the least active one. Third, we measured how far the GitHub activities of the project, i.e. commits, opening of issues, and commenting on the issues, were from the project deadline on average. This measure is later referred to as earliness.

Analysis of the relationship between the team configuration and the extracted properties are shown in Table II and Figure 1. Although the teams with high-performing students reach the highest points, no statistically significant difference is observed between the groups’ final project points (one-way ANOVA, $p=0.098$). Similarly, no statistically significant difference exists between the groups’ earliness values (measured in days from the deadline) (one-way ANOVA, $p=0.365$). However, the imbalance of commits differs significantly between the groups (one-way ANOVA, $p=0.025$) being the highest for the low group. A similar phenomenon, although not statistically significant ($p=0.060$) can also be observed in the loc based measure.

B. Effect of Students’ Time Management Behavior on Other Team Members

To answer Research Question 2, i.e. “How does students’ time management behavior affect their team members?”, we analyzed how student’s tendency to work early or late affects teammates’ tendencies when moving from individual assignments to the project.

Figure 2 illustrates the correlation between the difference of a student’s and his/her teammates’ earliness in the individual assignments (x-axis, denoted as earliness_diff), vs. the change in the teammates’ earliness from the individual assignments to the project (y-axis, denoted as earliness_delta). The vari-

---

**TABLE I**

Students’ self-reported prior programming and teamwork experience. 1=Strongly Disagree ... 4=Strongly Agree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I had programming experience</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>7 (18%)</td>
<td>30 (79%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I had web software development experience</td>
<td>7 (18%)</td>
<td>11 (29%)</td>
<td>10 (26%)</td>
<td>10(26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I had experience from teamwork in software projects</td>
<td>3 (8%)</td>
<td>8 (21%)</td>
<td>9 (24%)</td>
<td>18 (47%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

Mean properties of teams with only low-performing students, mixed, and only high-performing students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>low</th>
<th>mixed</th>
<th>high</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>project points</td>
<td>1161.67</td>
<td>1230.58</td>
<td>1303</td>
<td>2.460</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imbalance (commits)</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>4.043</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imbalance (loc)</td>
<td>47.04</td>
<td>13.16</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>3.019</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earliness (days)</td>
<td>14.98</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (teams)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ables are normalized so that they have zero mean and unit variance, in order to account for the different time scales of the individual assignments and the project. A statistically significant correlation exists between the variables (Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.49, p < 0.001 \)). This can be interpreted so that if a student submits individual assignments later than the teammates, the teammates tend to start committing later when moving on to the project. Vice versa, an early-submitting student causes the teammates to start working earlier in the project.

To analyze whether the effect size is the same in both opposites, i.e. if a late submitter affects the teammates as much as an early submitter, we compare the opposite quartiles of the earliness_diff metric. Students in quartile \( q_1 \) are those whose relative earliness in the individual assignments are, on average, in the earliest 25\%, and \( q_4 \) contains those in the latest 25\% (earliness_diff thresholds; \( q_1 = -0.63, q_4 = 0.67 \)).

As we are studying whether an early submitter causes an equally large improvement as a late submitter causes a decline, we study the absolute values of the earliness_delta. In \( q_1 \), the mean change in teammate’s earliness when moving from individual assignments to the project is 0.47, while in \( q_4 \), the mean change is 0.91 standard deviations. A Student’s two tailed t-test confirms that the populations in the quartiles \( q_1 \) and \( q_4 \) are different (\( t = -2.1571, df = 59.781, p = 0.03 \)), and thus, late-submitting students affect their team members more than the early submitters. This agrees with earlier research regarding the difficulties in motivating students to engage with group work: procrastinating members may create roadblocks as well as decrease the overall motivation.

C. Division of work

To answer Research Question 3, i.e. “How do students divide their work in web development projects?” we (1) analyzed students’ answers to free form text questions in the survey, and (2) interviewed students during the project demonstrations. From the students who commented on the task division, a major proportion (86\%) told that in most cases, students divided the work based on expected features, while the rest did not point out any particular strategy.

When working on a feature, a student would work on a vertical slice containing elements from both the backend and frontend. Some students explained this division of work from a learning perspective: “We wanted that everyone would learn something related to all of the components used”, “It gives each one a complete view of the architecture”, “Felt natural and everybody got to work with both back and front end”, while other students had a project management standpoint: “Organizing work into bite-size features helped to organize work between group members and enabled several features to be developed at the same time without major fear of code conflicts”, “Some tasks must be divided so that people don’t do the same features unknowingly of each other. Some features were given completely to one person and some were shared to some extent, because it seemed to be convenient and made sense.” A similar, but slightly different reason was that working feature-wise allowed team members in some teams to work independently with little inter-team communication: “There was not much communication between group members. We mostly worked alone, so dividing tasks like this worked nicely.” One team also noted that the difference in the difficulty of the features allowed assigning more complicated tasks to the more experienced members.
While the majority of the respondents pointed out that they divided work based on features, a few groups reported on dividing their work based on whether the required functionality resided in the backend or the frontend, capitalizing on the existing knowledge of the team members: “We did what we knew the best.”

A few groups also pointed out that they did not have a clear strategy for task division. Based on the comments, it seems that these groups often worked face-to-face with everyone working together on one feature or that the more experienced teammates worked on every feature alongside their companions. “We always worked all together, so we did some of the tasks together and then we just did what was needed to do next.”

V. DISCUSSION

The discussion is structured around the research questions. We first discuss each research question, and then, discuss the limitations of our work.

A. RQ1: How do different configurations of high and low performing students affect project outcomes?

Our results indicate that teams that contain only poorly performing students tend to work in an imbalanced manner and perform poorly also as a team. This result replicates an earlier finding, where the equal participation of team members has been identified as one of the factors that influence project scores [6]. It is slightly surprising that mixed groups with both low and high performing students seem to be more balanced. It could have been expected that high performing students would have taken a central role in the groups leading to imbalance, while homogeneous groups would have a more balanced workload. However, we may be seeing students moving into different group roles that are valuable, even if performed at a lower level, as identified in [22]. This result implies that it would be beneficial to make sure that there are no groups with only low performing students. One option would be to assign students to groups automatically based on their measured performance in individual assignments. On the other hand, self-selected groups may be more motivating for students [10].

Another surprising finding is that teams consisting of only high performing students tend to start their work later than mixed or low performing groups. This contradicts earlier findings where high performance has been linked with starting to work early [40], [41]. A possible explanation is that the high-performing students had prior web development experience, were able to estimate the required workload, and were confident to start working later. Such rationalizations, although not linked with performance, have been reported by [19].

B. RQ2: How do students’ time management behaviors affect their team members?

The results in Section IV-B indicate that students’ time management behavior affects their teammates’ work. It is not surprising that there is a correlation between the difference in teammates’ earliness and the change in the their earliness when moving to the project, because the time management behavior must be synchronized at least to some extent. It would be unusual if in a project one member had finished their part before another member has started.

The synchronization of time management practices is in line with Tuckman’s model of group development [45]. The model states that teams go through four stages of development: forming, storming, norming and performing. After an initial conflict due to the team members’ different working practices (the storming stage), they must come to an agreement of shared practices (the norming stage) before they can start performing.

An interesting observation is that late submitters seem to affect their teammates more than early submitters, i.e. bad habits are apparently more contagious than good habits. The asymmetry can likely be explained by dependencies between the features in the software. An early-working student can finish their tasks before others, giving them freedom to work at their own pace, thus not forcing them to change their habits. In contrast, a late-working student forces others to wait if their tasks are dependent. As stated by Waite [19], procrastination is harmful for team efforts because starting late leaves less time for discussion. Important tasks that require coordination, such as architectural decisions, are likely to suffer from procrastination. Thus, time management appears to be a bottleneck in team projects because badly behaving individuals handicap their team members as well.

It has been consistently shown in the literature that starting to work early is associated with higher academic achievement [28], [29]. For one reason or another, the effect is not visible in the results regarding Research Question 1, where the high-performing students started to work later. It is, however, easy to argue that starting to work earlier is a better practice than starting to work late because it leaves students with time to overcome unforeseen problems. Furthermore, there are indications that dividing practice over a longer period of time rather than cramming in a hurry leads to better learning outcomes [41], [46]. Our results suggest that students are more likely to slip into poor time management practices than improve their habits. Thus, it seems that teaching or encouraging better time management practices would be beneficial for the success of team projects.

C. RQ3: How do students divide their work in web development projects?

While universities emphasize long-term gains such as learning to learn and skills that remain throughout life, many companies expect students to have skills that they could apply directly after graduation [5]. While universities often align parts of their curricula to match industry expectations, industry job postings often stress technical skills and fail to highlight the importance of soft skills [47].

Real life projects\(^4\) are often such that teamwork is required. They are either of a scale that cannot be handled alone in

\(^4\)With real life projects we refer to project in general and not restricted to projects used for educational purposes.
a sensible fashion in the given time frame, or, if they could, having a single developer work on a project creates a situation where an illness or some other factor that creates an absence would incapacitate the project. A real life team also has people with specialized skills. For example, in the context of a large web development project, there are domain experts, user experience designers, UI designers, back-end programmers, front-end experts etc, some of whom may only participate in the project for a short time.

A university programming project shares some of these features of real life projects. The workload and time frame of a course project can be designed so that collaboration becomes desirable. One key difference to real life projects is that in a university project the team members are supposed to learn new things whereas the goal of industry projects is to bring additional value to the customer. Because of this, the work division is also likely to be different. Our course being an introduction to web programming, we want students to gain experience from all aspects of the project, something less often seen in real projects.

When using a web framework, the students can work on individual program features with fairly little co-ordination. This work is further supported by the intelligence built in version control tools which can often automatically combine simultaneous edits from multiple authors. This was clearly reflected in the students’ answers about work division. Feature-wise work division that is possible in web software development allows both a learning experience where everyone could work on every layer of the program and a possibility to work as a team with fairly little conflict management. While enhancing productivity, the loose coupling and tight cohesion provided by a framework and the work division adopted by many teams may, however, work against learning how to collaborate by reducing the need for communication with other team members.

The majority of students reported dividing work so that each student works on a specific feature and implements all of the necessary parts in the backend and frontend. Waite et al. [19] observed a similar preference in student projects, but they reported the main reason to be aversion of teamwork. Interestingly, many of our students reported learning-related reasons, such as wanting to give every team member an opportunity to learn all aspects of the framework. However, some students also noted that dividing work this way reduced the need for collaboration.

One way to enforce students to practice all aspects of the project while forcing them to communicate and collaborate would be to not allow students to freely choose how to divide tasks. The teacher might assign one student to work on the frontend and one on the backend of feature A, and then swap for feature B. Not allowing students to choose their roles is also suggested by Barker [48] who argues that students do not necessarily choose the roles that maximize their learning outcomes but roles that they are most comfortable with or have the most prior experience on. Pair programming could provide another approach that facilitates the acquisition of collaboration skills while allowing students to practice all aspects of the project. Pair programming has been observed to improve students’ satisfaction towards collaboration and in some cases to lead to better grades when compared to students programming alone [49]. Only a few groups reported preferring to work physically together which suggests that changes in course arrangements are necessary if pair programming is the desired working method. Luckily, educationally the least effective working method, each student working on what they already know best, was rarely reported.

We assume that many of these observations can be generalized even outside of web software development. Regardless of the field, there are effective practices to divide work so that individuals are not hampering each others work. As discussed earlier, these practices have pros and cons for learning as effective teamwork does not necessarily imply ideal learning experience.

D. Validity concerns

Two project courses are rarely identical with each other. There is almost an endless list of factors that can be arranged differently [10]. Still, replicating our study in another context with automatically assessed individual assignments followed by a project work in small teams would be extremely interesting. In this section, we have listed a few obvious limitations related to the generalizability and validity of our results, as well as concerns likely to affect future attempts to replicate the study.

First, as is typical for studies that study educational settings, it is possible that our results are context dependent. For example, in the country where this study was conducted, it is quite typical that many students enter workforce as e.g. junior software developers already during their studies. Thus, it is possible that the programming experience of the course participants is higher than it would be in other contexts and that there are larger differences between the skills of the students. Naturally, the chosen pedagogy and teaching practices in earlier courses play a role here as well, as do other courses that the students are enrolled in.

Second, the survey related to RQ3 was conducted as a post-course survey. Thus, the responses are from students who are asked to recall their own feelings and preferences during the project, parts of which may have already been forgotten. Furthermore, as only a subset of students answered the survey (34% of students that finished the course), it is possible that an inherent selection bias exists.

Third, in this study, we used the final project scores as a measure of success. This can cause limitations to our study as the range in the scores is relatively small. The scores also depend heavily on the teams’ own goals and target levels set in internal discussions of each team. Similarly, points from the automatically assessed assignments are not a perfect measure of performance because they are affected by multiple variables such as motivation, carelessness and time spent for other courses or commitments. Other possible measures of performance, that we didn’t use in this study, include e.g.
students’ grade average and earned credit points averaged over study time.

Fourth, when categorizing students into high- and low-performing, we used a method based on the average of students’ performance in the individual assignments. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, there are a range of reasons that could affect students’ performance. Thus, there are likely students who performed well in the group project but were categorized into low performing, and vice versa.

Fifth, when analyzing students’ version control activity, we have little information over the code that the students have written themselves, and what they have copied from elsewhere. For example, the use of libraries is visible in the source code commits, which may have distorted some of the results related to Github activity. Related to this, in a team setting it may happen that a colleague submits code on behalf of others (although students were explicitly instructed not to do so), or students may work as pairs or collectively. Furthermore, students may have differences in how often they commit versions to the version control system. The fact that teams had multiple commits divided to multiple days decreases the severity of this concern, however. Despite these challenges, using commits as the measure of code created can be a good starting point for estimating how much code the student has written because it shows an active contribution to the project, regardless of where the code is coming from.

VI. Conclusions

In this work, we have analyzed how different team configurations influence project work, and how students’ time management behavior in individual assignments influence their team members later in the project. This study was based on data from multiple sources from 50 student teams working on a task with the same requirements; students’ submissions to individual programming assignments that were done before the project, version control system logs, post-course student survey, and student interviews during project demonstrations.

Our results suggest that teams that consist of poorly performing team members share their work in a more imbalanced fashion than mixed teams or teams with only high-performing students. Thus, in team projects it may not be a good practice to let students form their own groups because it allows poorly functioning groups to be created. It might be more beneficial to use data from earlier individual assignments to form groups that never consist of only low-performing students and thus have a higher likelihood to succeed. One approach could be to enhance current automated assessment systems with the capability of automatically creating suggestions on student teams. These suggestions could be based e.g. on a heuristic that would attempt to maximize the overall average project score. However, future research is needed to verify the feasibility of these kinds of interventions.

The results indicate that student’s individual time management practices prior to the project can have an influence on the teammates’ time management practices during the project. It seems that teams are drawn towards the students that work later rather than those working earlier, which implies that the issue cannot be mitigated by forming groups that include at least one early-submitting student. Time management problems appear to be a pitfall in team projects. Thus, we suggest that attention is paid to teaching good time management practices or by other means persuading students to follow them. Using a version control system gives a window into the project and could allow possible interventions if we know how to recognize teams at risk.

Students employ various strategies to divide work among the team. However, most strategies have shortcomings. Each student working on a specific feature teaches them a variety of techniques but allows them to work individually and avoid collaboration and communication. On the other hand, each student specializing on a specific technique requires students to collaborate and communicate but only teaches them a narrow set of technical skills. Our results indicate that most teams divide tasks in a way that is beneficial for developing technical skills instead of collaboration skills. One way to overcome this issue might be to encourage pair programming, which students do not often choose to perform spontaneously. In addition, as students preferred dividing tasks by using the features listed in the project requirements, it might be worth designing the features so that they force the student to employ a broad set of (web software) skills.
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